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What is MATLAB?
From Mathworks:  (http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/)

"MATLAB is a programming environment for algorithm development, data analysis, visualization, and numerical 
computation. Using MATLAB, you can solve technical computing problems faster than with traditional programming 
languages, such as C, C++, and Fortran."

Benefits:
Ubiquitous in engineering and many science fields, universities
Rapid development with lots of pre-built functionality, Java integration
Cross-platform code, GUIs and data formats (Windows, *nix, Mac OS/x)
Stable: good support and backward compatibility (28 year history)
Scalable (netbook to cluster) - great performance with huge data sets
Broad I/O support (serial ports to web services)

Drawbacks:
Steep learning curve - programming required for maximum use
Commercial



MATLAB for Environmental Data
Many useful functions

Statistics, curve fitting, interpolation, plotting, signal processing
Specialized code libraries (“toolboxes”) add advanced features

Biggest challenge: Getting text data in!

Basic text import tools brittle
Multi-line headers, missing value codes, mixed numeric/text columns, spaces in text/dates

Low-level import syntax only geek (or C programmer) can love
fn = 'LTER_monthly_downcasts_registered_stations';
fid = fopen(fn,'r');
fstr = '%q%q%q%q%q%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f';
ar = textscan(fid,fstr,'Delimiter',’;’,'Headerlines',1,’Terminator’,’\n’,'ReturnOnError',0);
odv_cruise = ar{1};
odv_station = ar{2};



GCE Data Toolbox
MATLAB toolbox optimized for environmental data management

Based on a comprehensive data model for tabular data
Any number of numeric and text variables
Variable information (name, units, desc., data type, variable type, precision, ...)
Structured documentation (metadata)
Processing history (lineage)
Quality control rules for every variable, 
qualifier flags for every value

Highly automated data processing 
and analysis based on metadata

Complete file-based data 
management system within 
MATLAB



High Level Command Line API



Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Interactive Use



GCE Data Toolbox & LTER Data
Loading EML-described Data from PASTA, Metacat

Finding data and EML dataset IDs
Importing into the GCE Data Toolbox
Analyzing, plotting data

Loading data from ClimDB/HydroDB
Selecting sites, stations, variables
Analyzing data
Generating derived data sets

Temporal aggregation
Multi-site data sets



Loading PASTA Data
Search/browse PASTA (or LTER Data Catalog) to find data sets
Copy Package Identifier (knb-lter-[site].[dataset].[revision])



Loading PASTA Data
Start GCE Data Toolbox
Open Dataset Editor
Select File > Import Data > EML Data Table
Paste Package Identifier



Loading PASTA Data
Select tables to load (if > 1)
Explore away!



Loading PASTA Data



Loading ClimDB/HydroDB Data
Open Dataset Editor window
Select File > Import Data > LTER ClimDB Data
Select a Site, Station, and Date Range
Select Variables



Loading ClimDB/HydroDB Data
Plot, gap fill, re-sample, ...



Loading ClimDB/HydroDB Data
Join data to create cross-site datasets



Live Demo



Fair Warnings
PASTA is a work in progress

Framework still evolving
LTER sites testing the waters, few data sets uploaded

LTER Data Catalog (Metacat) can disappoint
Many data sets do not have machine-downloadable data
Metadata can be uploaded that don’t match the data table

GCE Data Toolbox EML support also a work in progress
Lots of steps = many points of failure
EML structure/content variable so still finding incompatibilities
Not all “PASTA-ready” data are “MATLAB-ready”

Site data are diverse – READ THE METADATA ;)



Resources
Software: 

GCE Data Toolbox: https://gce-svn.marsci.uga.edu/trac/GCE_Toolbox
VCR EML web services: http://www.vcrlter.virginia.edu/data/eml2/eml2stat.html
EMLdatatable2mfile.xsl (EML to MATLAB stylesheet): 

http://gce-lter.marsci.uga.edu/public/xsl/toolbox/EMLdataset2mfile.xsl

Finding EML-described data:

LTER data catalog: https://metacat.lternet.edu/das/lter/index.jsp
PASTA (prototype): https://portal.lternet.edu/nis/discover.jsp
KNB Metacat: http://knb.ecoinformatics.org
Site data catalogs (e.g. http://gce-lter.marsci.uga.edu/public/app/data_search.asp)

Getting help:

GCE Data Toolbox: web (wiki, tickets), email: Wade Sheldon (sheldon@uga.edu)
VCR web services: email: John Porter (jhp7e@virginia.edu) 


